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making sense of  sex

all living creatures are sexed. Human beings belong to 
societies where traditions about who can have sex with 
whom, and how, and when, are centuries old. Making Sense 
of Sex assumes that there is a rational way of understanding 
our basic drives. But our inevitable failure to get it right is 
the beginning of a proper and theological understanding of 
sex.

The Christian tradition, especially in its conservative forms, 
is often thought to be unhelpful in making sense of sex. 
Christian sexual ethics may seem overly demanding: holistic 
in theory, yet sexist and pessimistic in practice. adrian 
Thatcher argues, however, that instead of being pessimistic 
about sex, Christians can be grateful realists instead. 

Making Sense of Sex draws on the resources of liberal 
theology to promote a mature union of spirituality and 
sexuality. Exploring topics such as desire, bodies and the 
body of Christ, sexual difference, homosexuality, marriage, 
and Paul’s reflection on ‘flesh’ and ‘spirit’, it will help to 
guide readers towards a spiritual understanding of shared 
sexual love.

Adrian Thatcher is a Visiting Professor of Theology at the 
University of Exeter and Honorary Fellow at the Peninsula 
College of medicine and Dentistry, and lives in Plymouth, 
Devon.
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making sense of FAITH in GOD

The newest addition to the modern Church series, Making 
Sense of Faith in God challenges the teachings of many 
strands of Christianity and atheism, defending god with 
an unashamedly liberal theology. in doing this, Jonathan 
Clatworthy justifies the existence of more reasonable and 
thoughtful forms of Christianity, shattering the illusion 
that those views are merely ‘watered-down’ versions of 
fundamental Christian teaching.

This book explores the main reasons for believing, 
including design, values, morality and religious experience. 
it shows how our lives as we experience them make far 
better sense in the context of a divine being than
without one.

Jonathan Clatworthy is the general Secretary of modern 
Church, formerly the modern Churchpeople’s Union, which 
promotes liberal theology. He has also been a parish priest, 
a university chaplain and a tutor in ethics.

978 0 281 06404 5  •  £7.99  •  June 2012
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